
A new edition of a unique and authoritative compendium
on the history, dynastic genealogies and administrative
development of the Provinces of Northern Nigeria:

GAZETTEERS OF THE
NORTHERN PROVINCES

OF NIGERIA
Edited, with a new introduction and prefatory notes, by

A. H. M. Kirk-Greene
At first, the Gazetteers were the standard background reference books of colonial
administrators posted to their respective Provinces, but they subsequently acquired
a reputation with the post-independence generation of Africanist scholars as
valuable sources of local knowledge.

In his deeply-researched introduction to this first-ever composite collection of the
Gazetteers, Mr Kirk-Greene traces the history of this genre of administrative
literature in Nigeria, and discusses its role in field administration throughout the
changes in provincial nomenclature over the past seventy years. In addition, he
provides tables and checklists, specifically devised for the newcomer to the subject,
of the structure of what used to be Northern Nigeria. Each volume includes a
separate Prefatory Note and basic bibliography for the history of the area covered.
For easy reference, the contents of the volumes have been arranged so as to group
together the principal Hausa/Fulani emirates, the central kingdoms and the high-
land chieftaincies.

To the original eleven volumes of 1920-21, the editor has added the Gazetteer of
Plateau Province (1934) and two further volumes are in preparation: Ilorin Province
(1929) and Sokoto Province (1938).

Available now:
Volume 1: The Hausa Emirates Volume 3 : The Central Kingdoms

232pp 0 7146 2933 2 £6.00 264pp 0 7146 2935 9 £6.00

Volume 2: The Eastern Kingdoms Volume 4: The Highland Chieftaincies
264pp 0 7146 2934 0 £5.00 368pp 0 7146 2936 7 £7.00

Set of four volumes:

1128 pp; maps; tables; bibliographies 0 7146 1665 6 £22.00

No modern researcher on Northern Nigeria, whatever his discipline, will wish to
be without this classic record of the earlier administrative and economic
development of the various Provinces that today make up the six Northern
States of Nigeria.

Frank Cass & Co Ltd, 67 Great Russell Street, London WC1B 3BT
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The Shehus of Kukawa
A History of the al-Kanemi Dynasty of Bornu
Louis Brenner
This book is the first attempt by a Western-trained scholar to reconstruct the
nineteenth-century history of Bornu from both European and Arabic written sources
as well as contemporary oral data. It is a political history which focuses on the
internal dynamics of the Bornu ruling classes. 3 plates 2 text figures £3.75
Oxford Studies in African Affairs

Sources of Yoruba History
Saburi O. Biobaku
An historian of the Yoruba, still largely a non-literate society, cannot ignore oral
traditions in all their forms - Ifa oracular dicta, 'oriki' or praise poems, proverbs
and topical songs, and ceremonies re-enacting historical events. He has available
only scanty written sources, and requires the disciplines of archaeology, ethnography,
linguistics, and sociology, to elucidate this material. 8 plates 5 text figures £3.50
Oxford Studies in African Affairs

Priests and Politicians
Protestant and Catholic Missions in Orthodox Ethiopia
1830-1868
Donald Crummey
This contribution to the growing literature on Christian missions in Africa is based
upon an extensive use of English, French, Swiss, and Italian archives. The main
emphasis is on political inter-action: the central role of missionaries in the genesis of
modern Afro-European relations; and the apparent motives of Ethiopian leaders in
dealing with representatives of an alien society. 5 plates 3 maps £4
Oxford Studies in African Affairs

The External Trade of the Loango Coast
1576-1870
The Effects of Changing Commercial Relations on the
Vili Kingdom of Loango
Phyllis M. Martin
This study traces the development of trade in the Loango Coast area, starting with
the pre-slave era, following the story through the slave-trade period, and looking
briefly at the legitimate trade that had developed by the mid-nineteenth century.
4 maps £4.50 Oxford Studies in African Affairs

Indirect Rule and the Search for Justice
Essays in East African Legal History
H. F. Morris and James S. Read
These essays examine aspects of the search for justice which was a recurrent theme
during the colonial period. They trace the development of official policies in East
Africa, and the application of the doctrine of indirect rule during its heyday. Tables
£5.50 Oxford Studies in African Affairs

Oxford University Press
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The Emin Pasha Relief Expedition 1886-1890
Iain R. Smith
H. M. Stanley's last great African expedition, to 'relieve' the Governor of the
equatorial province of the Sudan at the time of the Mahdist revolt, is probably the
best documented expedition that ever went through Africa in the nineteenth century.
Utilizing the very full records that exist, including the remarkable diary of Emin
Pasha himself, Dr Smith gives a vivid and scholarly account of the expedition.
6 plates 4 maps £6.50 Oxford Studies in African Affairs

Saharan Myth and Saga
H. T. Norris
Myths and sagas about Muslim heroes and nations, fabulous cities, and the sources
of the Sudanic Nile are current among the Saharans. Most of these records are
recent, although they contain ancient material which has moulded much Muslim
African tradition and provided a continuous cultural transfusion into inner Africa
from the Middle East, especially Southern Arabia. 6 plates 2 line drawings 1 map
£6 Oxford Library of African Literature

Colonist or Uitlander?
A Study of the British Immigrant in South Africa
John Stone
Since the establishment of South Africa as a Republic outside the Commonwealth in
1961, the number of British immigrants has risen sharply. This book attempts to
explain the nature of the migration in terms of a general sociological model, supported
by data drawn from a sample survey of post-war British immigrants. 8 text figures
£5 Oxford Studies in African Affairs

Buganda in the Heroic Age
Michael Wright
A substantial amount of new evidence, much of it oral, appears in this history of
Buganda at the end of the nineteenth century. The author has taken account of what
the people who took part in the political and religious events of this period have to
say - essentially an 'inside' view. This has led to a reassessment of many accepted
generalizations on the period and the key people in it. 4 plates 3 maps £1.70
OUP Eastern Africa

The Roots of Segregation
Native Policy in Natal 1845-1910
David Welsh
Shepstone's system in Natal was the precursor of the later policy of segregation and
also influenced events further north. Based on extensive research and familiarity with
diverse racial and language groups, Dr Welsh's penetrating analysis highlights
current issues in government, law, economic policy, and education in Africa
generally. 1 table £6.25 OUP Southern Africa

Oxford University Press
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MINERVA
A Review of Science, Learning and Policy-

Editor: Edward Shils

VOLUME X NUMBER 4 OCTOBER 1972

COMMENT

The Invitation to Caesar

ARTICLES
Research for Policy David Donnison

The Argument for the Self Government
and Public Support of Science in
Weimar Germany Brigitte Schroeder-Gudehus

Criteria of Choice in Social Science Research Harold Orlans

DISCUSSION

Some Practical Problems of Scientist-Advisers
Rodney W. Nichols

REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS

The Wider Setting of Disorder in the German Universities
Helmut Schelsky

BOOK REVIEWS

Juan Linz, William K. Cummings

Annual subscription £3.5O/$1O.5O. Single copy £1.00/$3.00.

MINERVA, 59 St Martin's Lane, London WC2N 4JS
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South of the Sahara
Development in

African Economies
Edited by Sayre P. Schatz

This collection of essays examines the economic problems and strategies of
the emerging African nations. Based on research in the field, the essays are
grouped under four broad categories: Indigenous Entrepreneurship and
Trade, Agriculture and Industry, Economic Policy and Finance, and International
Economic Relations. Together they provide a comprehensive analysis of
African economic development and a unique insight into the problems to be

overcome.
£6.95

Macmillan

-New
Serfs, Peasants, and Socialists
A Former Serf Village in the Republic of Guinea

William Derman
Mr Derman discusses the profound transformations that have affected
Fulbe society in the Republic of Guinea during three periods: the indi-
genous, the colonial, and independence. He focuses his attention on serf-
dom and describes life in a former serf village with emphasis on the
changing relationships of the one-time serfs to the Fulbe, the French, and
now the Guinean government.

LC: 78-117148 250 pages cloth $8.00

A Survey of Race Relations in South Africa—19j2
Compiled by Muriel Horrell
For several decades the annual Survey of the South African Institute of
Race Relations has provided a factual summary of events, opinions, and
statistics on South African race relations.

LC: 72-90816 360 pages paper $3.9$

Berkeley 94720
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JOURNAL OF
COMMONWEALTH POLITICAL STUDIES

Vol. XI No. 1 March 1973

Colonial Rule and Political Culture in Modern Ashanti
by Richard Crook

Royalty as Symbolic Drama: The 1970 New Zealand Tour
by Les Cleveland

The Uganda Peoples Congress Branch and Constituency Elections of
1970
by D. L. Cohen and J. Parson

Reviews of Books

Annual subscription rate £3.00 (U.S. $8.00). Single issues £1.20.

LEICESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS
2 University Road, Leicester LEI 7RB, England

UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA

INSTITUTE FOR AFRICAN STUDIES
(formerly Rhodes-Livingstone Institute)

P.O. Box 900, Lusaka, Zambia.

PUBLICATIONS
African Social Research (bi-annual journal)
Zambian Papers (annual), Communications (annual), Books

AFRICAN SOCIAL RESEARCH NO. 14 December 1972
Another Look at the Mineworker

by MICHAEL BURAWOY

Some Values and Attitudes of Young Zambians, Studied through Spontaneous
Autobiographies by LEONARD BLOOM

Kingdoms and Villages: a Possible New Perspective in African History
by JOHN OMER-COOPER

Chirupula Stephenson and Copperbelt History - a Note by MARCIA

WRIGHT

Reviews by A. R. QUARTERMAIN, A. DRYSDALE, EILEEN HADDON, BEN

OBUMSELU, PAUL CROSS and DAVID WILKIN

All correspondence and books for review should be addressed to:
The Publications Officer.
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The Boundary Politics of
Independent Africa

Saadia Touval
There have been numerous disputes but surprisingly few major
disruptions over the boundaries which have emerged since the late
1950's when many African states gained independence. In analyzing
and evaluating the disputes that did erupt, the author looks at the
political interaction of the states involved—their motives, their
domestic and external pressures, and their use of force or diplomacy.

$12.00

Africa and Its Explorers
Motives, Methods, and Impact

Robert I. Rotberg, editor
"Mr. Rotberg and his contributors provide essays of penetrating
insight into men's motives, and bring—by implication if not ex-
plicity—the techniques of psychoanalysis to their aid in examining
just what made 19th century explorers tick."—Asia and Africa
Review

"The explorers come to life in these pages."—Times Educational
Supplement. cloth $12.95, paper $3.95

The Rise of Nationalism in
Central Africa

The Making of Malawi and Zambia, 1873-1964
Robert I. Rotberg

"No recent study of African nation-making is fuller of fine and finely
organized detail." — New York Times Book Review

"Not only has [Rotberg] written a book that will be of value for
years to come—he has written it well! It is the rare historian who so
happily combines impressive documentation with a fluent style."—
Africa Today. cloth $11.00, paper $3.95

HARVARD
HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 79 GARDEN STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138
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THE JOURNAL OF MODERN AFRICAN STUDIES

The Journal offers a quarterly survey of politics, economics, and related topics in
contemporary Africa.

The main emphasis is upon the peoples and policies, the problems and progress
of this dynamic and disparate continent; upon the many societies that are
evolving rather than the essential characteristics of the old; upon the present,
not on the more distant past. The best current work is sought from specialists
in different academic disciplines, whose contributions can illuminate and cross-
fertilise one another.

The Journal seeks to promote a deeper understanding of what is happening in
Africa today. It is intended for both the political scientist and the practical poli-
tician, the administrator and the advocate, the economist and the educator, the
banker and the businessman, the diplomat and the technocrat, the civil servant
and the nationalist leader. All have something to contribute to these pages and,
it is hoped, much to learn from them.

Editorial policy avoids commitment to any political viewpoint or ideology,
whether imperialism, pan-Africanism, capitalism, socialism, or nationalism. Such
concepts, however, have relevance to the modern African situation, and merit
serious discussion, often from several different points of view, in order that con-
troversial issues may be fairly examined.

Contributors of accepted articles will be asked to assign their copyright, on certain
conditions, to Cambridge University Press, to help protect their material, parti-
cularly in the U.S.A.

Printed in Great Britain at the University Printing House, Cambridge
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